**Modeling and Implementing Complex Systems with Timebands**

**Abstract**

We describe how to use a timeband architecture to model real-time requirements. The architecture separates requirements that use different time units, producing a family of models. Each model is characterized by its granularity and precision. These models are then linked using superposition, a kind of event refinement, and a loose synchronization of their time units, with respect to their precision. Our models are written using CSP and checked using the FDR model checker. More complicated models use Circus, the state-rich process algebra. We show how to implement such a timeband architecture using the JCSP Java class library.
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**Abstract**  
The presentation will discuss the NIST definition of cloud computing. It will then use that definition as a foundation upon which to discuss security advantages and challenges of cloud computing. Then the need for interoperability and portability will be highlighted with a discussion of the state of cloud computing standards and possible future directions. Finally, the presentation will further suggest steps that industry, government, and academia might take to accelerate and adopt viable standards in support of security, privacy, portability, and interoperability.  
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Once more, with meaning: a grand challenge in informatics

Abstract

In most applications of information technology, the limiting factor is neither computational power nor storage capacity; nor is it connectivity. Hardware can be obtained at commodity prices, and software infrastructure can be downloaded free of charge. The limiting factors are the costs of consistency, coordination, and correctness: in software development, in systems integration, and in continuing interaction with users. In this talk, we will explore how the use of semantic technologies, formal techniques, and model-driven engineering can greatly reduce these costs, and thus increase the quality, interoperability, and suitability of information technology applications.
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Software Verification via Separation Logic

Abstract

Despite their popularity and importance, pointer-based programs posed a major challenge for software verification. In this talk, we present a specification mechanism that is precise, concise and modular for automated verification of pointer-based programs. Our approach is built on top of separation logic that follows from pioneering works by Reynolds and O'Hearn.

We focus on the development of a modular specification mechanism that can be used to provide both automated and scalable verification. Key features of our approach includes the following. It can verify data structures with complex invariant properties. It provides a unified view of control flows that captures both multiple returns and exceptions. It can support more precise reasoning through structured specifications and path-sensitive error tracing. Last, but not least, we develop a way to decompose specifications into smaller fragments for more scalable verification. Our approach
has been successfully applied to verify medium-sized programs from the imperative and object-oriented programming paradigms. Our verification methodology is being aimed at programs developed from mainstream programming languages.
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